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Forgive and Let By 
Kids Small Groups: 2nd-3rd Grade 
September 24, 2017 
 

Bible Story: Forgive and Let By (Forgive one another) • Colossians 3:13; John 21:1-17 
(Supporting: John 18:1-27) 
Bottom Line: Friends forgive one another. 
Memory Verse: “A friend loves at all times. He is there to help when trouble comes.” Proverbs 
17:17, NIrV 
Life App: Friendship—using your words and actions to show others you care. 
Basic Truth: I should treat others the way I want to be treated. 

  

 
GET READY 
The following supplies will be prepared ahead of time for Elementary Kids Small Groups this week and 
can be picked up from the Upper Resource Room on Sunday Morning: 
 
Social: Providing Time for Fun Interaction (Small Group, 15 minutes) (Choose as many of these 
activities as you would like.) 

 
1. Early Arriver 
Made to Connect: an activity that invites kids to share with others and build on their understanding  

 No supplies needed 
 

2. Wows & Pows 
Made to Connect: an activity that invites kids to share with others and build relationships  

 No supplies needed 
 

3. Miniature Baseball 
Made to Play: an activity that encourages learning through following guidelines and working as a group 

 Tongue depressors 

 Paper wads 

 Sticky notes 

 Cotton Balls 
 

Story: Communicating God’s Truth in Engaging Ways (Large Group, 15 minutes) 
 

Large Group Video: Movie @ 11:10 a.m. in the Children’s Worship Center 
 
Groups: Creating a Safe Place to Connect (Small Group, 35 minutes) (Choose as many of these 
activities as you would like.) 

 
* If you don’t have time to do all these activities, be sure to do activity #1. 
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* 1. Feed Me, Peter  
[Talk about God | Bible Story Review | Application Activity] 
Made to Move: an activity that increases the oxygen in the brain and taps into the energy in the body 

 Scrap paper 

 Marker  

 Bible 

 2 buckets 

 A few ping-pong balls or paper wads for each kid 

 A stuffed lamb 

 A stuffed sheep 

 Note: If you can’t provide enough stuffed animals for all groups, print and cut apart 
“Lamb and Sheep” Activity Page for each group. 

 2 large coins 
o Cover each coin with scrap paper, making sure the paper is flush with the edges 

of the coin (as much as possible) so the coin is still “flippable.” 
o On one of the coins write “feed” on one side and “care” on the other. 
o On the other coin write “lamb” on one side and “sheep” on the other. 

 
2. Odds of Forgiveness  
[Live for God | Application Activity] 
Made to Imagine: an activity that promotes empathy and facilitates biblical application through role-play 
and reenactment 

 Six-sided die 
 
3. Two More Scoops of Memory  
[Hear from God | Memory Verse Activity] 
Made to Play: an activity that encourages learning through following guidelines and working as a group 

 The “Memory Verse Cards” Activity Pages from previous weeks; 2 sets for each small 
group 

 Print the “Food Cards” Activity Pages; 2 sets for each small group 

 Small scoops or spoons; 1 for each kid 

 2 buckets or tubs of “scoop-able” food; like uncooked rice, pasta, or beans 
 

Prayer  
[Pray to God | Prayer Activity] 
Made to Reflect: an activity that creates space for personal understanding and application 

 No supplies needed 
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Social: Providing Time for Fun Interaction  
(Small Groups, 15 minutes) 

 
Welcome kids and spend time engaging in conversation and catching up. Get ready to experience 
today’s story.  

 
Before kids arrive, pray that they would be prepared to hear what God wants them to hear today. Pray 
for the kids who tend to hold grudges or dwell on the wrong things others have done to them. Ask God 
to give kids hearts of forgiveness toward their friends and to recognize when they need to ask their 
friends’ forgiveness themselves.  
 

 
1. Early Arriver Idea 
Made to Connect: an activity that invites kids to share with others and build on their understanding  

 
What You Need: No supplies needed 
 
What You Do: 
 

 Ask kids about what happens when you’re playing a game and your partner or teammate 
messes up.  

o How do you feel?  
o How do you think they feel?  
o What do you do: yell at them, stop the game entirely, start over again, find 

someone better to play with, etc.? 

 Ask kids if they have ever been let down by a friend before. What was that like?  
 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. Wows and Pows 
Made to Connect: an activity that invites kids to share with others and build relationships  
 

What You Need: No supplies needed 
 
What You Do: 
 

 Before heading to large group, ask each kid about a good thing (a Wow) that happened 
during the week and a bad thing (a Pow) that happened during the week.  Encourage 
each child to share at least one Wow.   

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Miniature Baseball 
Made to Play: an activity that encourages learning through following guidelines and working as a group 
 

What You Need: Tongue depressors, paper wads, sticky notes, cotton balls; 1 per kid 
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What You Do: 
 

 Play a game of “Miniature Baseball.” The rules are almost exactly like baseball, but 
everything is tiny. 

 The ball is a paper wad. The bat is a tongue depressor. The bases are sticky notes. 
Each player gets a cotton ball to represent them.  

 There are no “balls”; any miss is a strike. 

 To run the bases, players have to their cotton ball along the base path to the base. 

 To get a runner out, the fielders have to blow the “ball” to the base before the batter’s 
cotton ball gets there, or blow it to hit the batter’s paper wad. 

 When the game is over, discuss how you could get “out” in the game—three strikes or 
get tagged out. 

 
What You Say: 
 
“In baseball, you get three strikes and you are out. But in the game of friendship, sometimes you 
just get one strike and you’re out! [Transition] But in Large Group today, you are going to 
see that’s not quite how it should work out.” 

 
Lead your group to the Large Group area. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Story: Communicating God’s Truth in Engaging Ways  

(Large Group, 15 minutes) 
 

Lead your group to the Ms. Teresa Children’s Worship Center at 11:10 a.m. for the Large Group 
Movie Video.  Please sit with your Small Group in the Worship Center and enjoy the movie. 
 

 
Groups: Creating a Safe Place to Connect  

(Small Groups, 35 minutes) 
 
Create a safe place to connect and learn how the Bible story applies to real life experiences, through 
interactive activities and discussion questions. 
 

 
* 1. Feed Me, Peter 
[Talk about God | Bible Story Review | Application Activity] 
Made to Move: an activity that increases the oxygen in the brain and taps into the energy in the body 

 
What You Need: 2 buckets, stuffed lamb and sheep (or printed versions), prepared coins, 
paper wads or ping-pong balls, Bible 
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What You Do: 
 

 Read John 21:15-17 with the group, or let them recap the story together. 

 Place the stuffed lamb (or tape a picture) next to one of the buckets (or balance it on the 
edge, if possible).  

 Do the same for the other bucket, but with the sheep instead.  

 Set out the paper wads or ping-pong balls.  

 Tell kids they will take turns flipping the coins.  

 Depending on what the coins say, they will feed the lamb, feed the sheep, care for the 
lamb, or care for the sheep. 

 To “feed,” they will toss paper wads or ping-pong balls from a short distance away until 
they get at least one in. 

 To care for, they will run over and pet the lamb or the sheep and sing it a lullaby-type 
song. (This will be sure to get some laughs over the silliness of singing to a stuffed 
animal!) 

 Play until each kid has had a turn. Encourage them to “ham it up” and have fun caring 
for and feeding the stuffed animals! 

  
What You Say: 
 
“When Jesus asked Peter to take care of and feed his lambs, did He literally mean to ask Peter 
to take care of some farm animals? (Wait for responses. See if anyone can explain the 
metaphor and what Jesus actually meant.) Jesus was saying to Peter, ‘I trust you to take care of 
something precious.’ Our friends are just as precious to Jesus as Peter was, and one of the best 
ways to care for them is to forgive them when they do something wrong. And forgiveness 
doesn’t just mean we say, ‘It’s okay,’ and then stay mad. Forgiveness means we move on and 
show that friend we trust them again. [Make It Personal] (Talk about a time you restored 
trust with someone or someone trusted you again after you made a mistake.) [Bottom 
Line] Friends forgive one another.”   

 

 
2. Odds of Forgiveness 
[Live for God | Application Activity] 
Made to Imagine: an activity that promotes empathy and facilitates biblical application through role-play and 
reenactment 

 
What You Need: Six-sided die 
 
What You Do: 
 

 Tell the group they’re going to create a story together, one sentence at a time. 

 The story will be about an imaginary friend named Peter. (Or they can make up 
whatever name they want, as long as it’s not the actual name of someone in your 
group!) 

 During their turn, each kid will state something that Peter did wrong.  
o For example: “Peter borrowed my pencil and broke it.” 

 Then the story passes to the next person who rolls the die.  
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o If the person rolls anything except a six, he or she has to repeat all of the 
previous things that Peter did and then add one.  

o For example: “Peter borrowed my pencil and broke it. Then Peter stepped on my 
toe.” 

 Then the die and the story pass to the next person. 

 If someone rolls a six at any point, he repeats all the previous things that Peter did, but 
then says, “I forgive Peter and don’t have to think about those things anymore.”  

o For example: “Peter borrowed my pencil and broke it. Then Peter stepped on my 
toe. But I forgave Peter, so I don’t have to think about all those things he did 
anymore.” 

 The next person will start over with a new story about Peter (or let the group choose a 
new name if you want). 

 
What You Say: 
 
“When we don’t forgive our friends it can be exhausting just remembering all the things that they 
did to make us angry. That’s one reason it’s better to forgive our friends. When someone does 
something to hurt us, we can’t actually erase what they did from our mind, but if we truly forgive 
them we free ourselves from having to always think about it and be angry about it. Jesus wants 
us to extend His forgiveness to others as much for our sake as for their own. Remember, 
[Bottom Line] friends forgive one another.” 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Two More Scoops of Memory 
[Hear from God | Memory Verse Activity] 
Made to Play: an activity that encourages learning through following guidelines and working as a group 

 
What You Need: “Memory Verse Cards” and “Food Cards” (Activity Pages), scoops or spoons, 
2 buckets of food 
 
What You Do: 
 

 Bury one set of “Memory Verse Cards” and one set of “Food Cards” in each bucket of 
food. Make sure they are scattered around randomly with some near the top and some 
way at the bottom. 

 Divide the group into two teams and assign a bucket to each team.  

 Give each kid a scoop or spoon. 

 Outline the rules of the game: 
o When you say, “Go!” each team will start scooping through the food to find three 

cards. 
o They must pull out the first three cards they find (as a team) and they can only 

move the food with a scoop or spoon in one hand. (Any kid who uses both hands 
or moves food with a hand instead of the scoop must sit out for 15 seconds.) 

o When they find three cards, they put them in the approximate spots in verse 
order, including the “nonsense” food words. 

o Before teams can keep searching for the rest of the cards, they must read the 
verse with the food words in it without laughing, no matter how silly it sounds. 
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o After reading the verse with the food words, they can try again, digging out three 
more cards, to find the right words and get them in place. 

o The first group to say the verse all together wins. 

 You can play multiple rounds, if you wish. 
 

What You Say: 
 

“That was a whole stew of wrong words, but you did a good job finding the right words among 
all those wrong words! As we work on remembering our verse, we should also remember that 
our verse teaches us about what we are learning this month. [Bottom Line] Friends forgive 
one another. That’s what it means to love at all times and be there for a friend when they need 
you.” 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Pray and Dismiss 
[Pray to God | Prayer Activity] 
Made to Reflect: an activity that creates space for personal understanding and application 

 
What You Need: No supplies needed 
 
What You Do:  
 

 Lead the group in a guided prayer and reflection time. You may need to get them to calm 
themselves down a bit from the previous activities, so they can sit still for a few 
moments. 

 Ask the kids to sit quietly and ask God to bring to mind anyone they might not have 
forgiven for something—anything they might be holding onto or might be repeatedly 
getting mad about.  

 If they think of someone who they need to forgive, have them pray silently and ask God 
to help them extend His forgiveness to that person. 

 Then tell kids to ask God to reveal if they need to ask anyone to forgive them. 

 If the kids think of someone they need to ask forgiveness from, have them pray silently 
to God and ask for help to go to that person and ask forgiveness. 

 
What You Say: 
 
“Forgiving others and asking forgiveness was so important that Jesus told people that it could 
interfere with their ability to worship God! It is important for us to forgive and ask for forgiveness 
as followers of Jesus. [Bottom Line] Friends forgive one another.” 
 
 
As adults arrive to pick up, have the kids ask their parents for forgiveness for anything they have 
done wrong and have the kids tell their parents if the kids have someone they need to forgive.  
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